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With a strong focus on customer service and keeping personal data secure, RedMart aims to encourage more shoppers
to buy online – Mr Christopher Y. Chan, Director, Legal and Government Affairs

Online Grocer
Grows Personal
Data Protection
Along With Business
Burgeoning growth drives RedMart to
design its processes around personal data
protection
Since its founding in 2011, the primary focus
of RedMart, an online grocery service provider,
has been to grow the business by providing its
customers with the best possible experience.
And that starts with ensuring customers feel
assured their personal data is secured when
shopping with RedMart. This was what prompted
the company to design its processes around
personal data protection.
Mr Chan joined the company in 2015 as its first
attorney and is also RedMart’s designated data
protection officer. With the enactment of the

Personal Data Protection Act (PDPA) in November
2012, RedMart revised its data protection policy
to ensure that their customers’ personal data is
well accounted for. That was first in the tweaks
that RedMart undertook to ensure compliance
with the PDPA.
Designing Operations Around
Personal Data Protection
At its core, RedMart is a logistics company
powered by technology. It has the in-house
expertise to develop systems
to meet the
demands of the market and regulations such
as the PDPA.“A lot of our business processes
are designed to maximise customer experience
whilst ensuring data protection,” Mr Chan says.
“Previously, delivery personnel were given
invoices with customers’ name, address, email
address and contact number. Now, our delivery
representatives only see what they need to.
”All delivery representatives of RedMart are
provided with its Delivery Buddy mobile
application (app) to assist them in carrying out
their tasks. The app shows only the customer’s
name and delivery address, and helps map out
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the most efficient route around Singapore to
ensure on-time deliveries.To notify customers of
the arrival of their deliveries, the app triggers a
SMS notification to the customer via a RedMart
secured server.
This eliminates the need for the delivery
representative to know the customer’s contact
number, and vice-versa.
On the rare occasions where a delivery
representative needs to contact a customer
during delivery, they will use the app to directly
place the phone call to the customer.
The call is then logged in RedMart’s system so
that it knows when and who called a customer
for tracking purposes.
Mr Chan explains that the need to make an actual
phone call is rare, typically arising in situations
when the delivery representative is unable to
find the entrance to the property or cannot enter
a secured area.
Using the SMS service to inform a customer of an
impending delivery is generally sufficient. “We give
our delivery representatives enough information to
do their job, and not more; to respect and protect
our customers,” Mr Chan adds.
RedMart also uses a Picking app that was
designed for warehouse staff who have to
navigate through more than 30,000 products
in a 100,000 square-foot warehouse at Jurong
Fishery Port.
The only information that these staff members
have access to are the customers’ name and
general locations of delivery.
In addition to fine-tuning of customer and
delivery-centric processes, some adjustments
were made to internal processes.
Mr Chan says, “We investigate all data protectionrelated complaints and issues that are brought
to our attention.
Relevant personnel are given briefings on the
importance of protecting personal data and all
employment letters include a confidentiality
clause that staff must agree to.”

Driving Secure Online
Grocery Shopping
While online shopping is a growing global trend,
Mr Chan reckons that many buyers in Singapore
are still conservative when it comes to online
shopping because of the personal data that is
required to effect transactions.
Online shoppers have to minimally provide
RedMart with their names, delivery addresses,
email addresses, contact numbers and payment
details to place an order.
Each shopper is then assigned a customer
identification number through which they can track
their orders, look up order histories, as well as opt
out of the various notification channels offered.
Just how secure is RedMart’s customer data?
“We have taken some steps to secure customer
databases, such as mapping the flow of data
and restricting access via login permissions to
only authorised personnel who need to know the
information, such as customer service officers
or programmers working on a specific issue,” Mr
Chan says.
“Even I cannot access the customer database
because I don’t qualify as an authorised
personnel!”Other information technology (IT)
enhancements adopted by RedMart include,
among others, the installation of firewalls,
internal risk audits and regular breach checks.
Yet another layer of protection is provided by its
cloud-based servers in Singapore where RedMart
stores its customer information.
With a strong customer-first focus, RedMart
is doing what it takes to earn and keep their
customers’ trust. Mr Chan says, “If online
shopping is made easy and we have a good data
protection policy to ensure safe transactions, we
can change behaviours.”
Personal Data Protection
a Continued Focus
Acknowledging
that
implementing
data
protection safeguards requires time, technology,
and financial resources, Mr Chan points out
that allocating human resources has been the
company’s key challenge to date.
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He highlights that it is difficult to measure or
quantify the resources and man-hours expended
on tackling data protection issues, as it is an
ongoing process.
Personal data protection will continue to be a
focus for the company as it grows and expands.
RedMart employs over 700 people, and it is the
IT team and data protection officer that RedMart
looks to for support in complying with the PDPA.

DISCLOSURE OF
PERSONAL DATA
FOR ORDER PROCESSING
RedMart has developed multiple applications to
ensure only relevant personal data is disclosed
at each stage of order processing.

“We take PDPA compliance very seriously and
recommend that other SMEs do so, too,” Mr
Chan advises.
“Take a common sense approach to data
protection and start with identifying the types
of personal data you hold. Appointing a data
protection officer is also essential because he
or she would be able to cast an eye over data
protection matters on a daily basis.”

Customer name and general location of delivery
made known to warehouse staff. Only the
customer’s name and address are revealed for
the purpose of delivery.

CHALLENGES
Personal data protection
requirements under the PDPA were
not new ideas to DBS, but the PDPA
gave rise to broader implications
that had to be managed.

STEPS TAKEN
nn

Integrated personal data
protection into an overall data governance
approach that applies across all of the bank’s
operations

nn

Appointment of a DPO to provide guidance
on best practices and to engage in regular
discussions with authorities

nn

Used aggregated data to
analyse customer service issues

Customer name and general location of delivery
made known to warehouse staff. Only the
customer’s name and address are revealed for
the purpose of delivery.

BENEFITS
nn

More effective implementation of personal
data protection policies that are integrated in
existing work flows

nn

The DNC Registry has allowed for dedicated
use and focus of resources, leading to better
customer experiences

nn

Use of data analytics to enhance customer
services

Customer name and general location of delivery
made known to warehouse staff. Only the
customer’s name and address are revealed for
the purpose of delivery.
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